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Abstract:  

Android is a mobile operating system developed by Google. It 
is used by several smartphones as well as tablet. Examples 
include the Sony Xperia, the Samsung Galaxy, and the Google 
Nexus One. The Android OS  grounded upon the Linux kernel. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Android is software stage and os for mobile gadgets 

grounded upon the Linux kernel, and established by 

Google and later on Mobile connection. Android permits 

inventors to write managed code into Java language, 

controlling the device via Google- developed Java 

libraries. Android is available as open source software. 

Android is a freely downloadable open source software 

stack for mobile devices that includes an operating 

system, middleware and key applications based on Linux 

and Java. Google purchased the developer of Android in 

2005, and Android was unveiled in 2007. Google released 

the Android code as open-source under the Apache 

License. Android has numerous developers writing 

applications (apps) all over the world. First of all the 

developers write their script in Java, and then download 

the apps from the third party sites or online stores. 

 

 

 

In 

February 

2012, 

450,000 

apps were available for Android but the estimated number 

of downloads since December, 2011 was more than 10 

billion. There are over 300 million Androids in use and over 

850,000 devices activated every day. Android is the one of 

the most used mobile operating system with a market share 

of 48% and Over 400,000 applications available in Google 

play store. Android apps have been installed over 10 billion 

times and cover a vast range of categories from games and 

entertainment to financial and business services. Android 

software development and the Google Play Market are 

relatively open and unrestricted. This offers both developers 

and users more flexibility and freedom, but also creates 

significant security challenges 

 

II. VERSION HISTORY 

 

 

Android is updating day by day since its release. These 

updates to the base operating system mainly focusing on 

fixing bugs as well as adding new features to provide more 

comfortable environment. Generally each new version of the 

Android operating system is developed under a code name 

based on a dessert item. Past updates included Cupcake and 

Donut. The most recent released versions of Android are: 

1.0 (Alpha) HTC dream with Android-1.0 Released on-23 

Sept-2008 Features : Android Market Web-Browser with 

HTML & XHTML Email with POP3,IMP4 & SMTP 

Google map Google Talk Youtube Player Media player 

Voice Dialer allows dialing without typing WIFI & 

Bluetooth support. 

1.2(Beta) A pre-release of software that is given out to a 

large group of users to try under real conditions. Beta 

versions have gone through alpha testing inhouse and are 

generally fairly close in look, feel and function to the final 

product; however, design changes often occur as a result. 

1.5(Cupcake)T he Android version 1.5 Cupcake is the first 

version, which got a name assigned, which is Cupcake. 

Cupcakes are muffin-like cakes, which mostly has a creamy 

hood. 

1.6(Donut) Version 1.6 Donut was given the name Donut. 

2.0/2.1 (Eclair), which revamped the user interface and 

introduced HTML5 and Exchange ActiveSync 2.5 

support. 

2.2 (Froyo) which introduced speed improvements with 

JIT optimization and the Chrome V8 JavaScript engine, 

and added Wi-Fi hotspot tethering and Adobe Flash 

support. 
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2.3 (Ginger Bread) which refined the user interface, 

improved the soft keyboard and copy/paste features, and 

added support for Near Field Communication. 

3.0 (Honeycomb), a tablet-oriented release which supports 

larger screen devices and introduces many new user 

interface features, and supports multicore processors and 

hardware acceleration for graphics. The Honeycomb SDK 

has been released and the first device featuring this version, 

the Motorola Xoom tablet, went on sale in February 2011. 

Google has chosen to withhold the development source 

code, which calls into question the "openness" of this 

Android release. Google claims this is done to eliminate 

manufacturers putting a tablet-specific OS on phones, much 

like the previous autumn, where tablet manufacturers put a 

non-tablet optimized phone OS (Android 2.x) on their 

Tablets resulting in bad user experiences. 4.0 (Ice Cream), a 

combination of Gingerbread and Honeycomb into a 

"cohesive whole. This version had new features added to 

the Smartphone’s Such as photo enhancements, offline 

email searching, facial recognition unlock, network data, 

and usage monitoring. 

4.0 (Ice-cream Sandwich) is a version of 

theAndroidmobile operating systemdeveloped by Google. 

Unveiled on October 19, 2011, Android 4.0 builds upon the 

significant changes made by the tablet- only releaseAndroid 

3.0 "Honeycomb", in an effort to create a unified platform 

for both smartphones and tablets, whilst simplifying and 

modernizing the overall Android experience around a new 

set ofhuman interface guidelines. As part of these efforts, 

Android 4.0 introduced a new visual appearance 

codenamed "Holo", which is built around a cleaner, 

minimalistic design, and a new default typeface named 

Roboto. 

4.2,4.3(Jelly Bean)is the name given to three majorpoint 

releasesof theAndroidmobile operating system developed 

byGoogle, spanning  versions between 4.1 and 4.3.1.The 

first of these three, 4.1, was unveiled at 

Google'sI/Odeveloper conference in June 2012, focusing on 

performance improvements designed to give the operating 

system a smoother and more responsive feel, improvements 

to the notification system allowing for "expandable" 

notifications with action buttons, and other internal changes. 

Two more releases were made under the Jelly Bean name in 

October 2012 and July 2013 respectively, including 4.2—

which included further optimizations, multi-user support for 

tablets,lock screenwidgets, quick settings, and screen savers, 

and 4.3—contained further improvements and updates to the 

underlying Android platform. 

4.4 (KitKat)is a version of theAndroidmobile operating 

systemdeveloped byGoogle. Google announced Android 

4.4 KitKat on September 3, 2013. Although initially 

under the "Key Lime Pie" ("KLP") codename, the name 

was changed because"very few people actually know the 

taste of a key lime pie." Some technology bloggers also 

expected the "Key Lime Pie" release to be Android 5. 

KitKat debuted on Google's Nexus 5 on October 31, 

2013, and was optimised to run on a greater range of 

devices than earlier Android versions, having 512 MB of 

RAM as a recommendedminimum; those improvements 

were known as "Project Svelte" internally at Google. The 

required minimum amount of RAM available to Android 

is 340 MB, and all devices with less than 512 MB of 

RAM must report themselves as "low RAM" devices. 

5.0/5.1.1(Lollipop)is a version of theAndroidmobile 

operating systemdeveloped byGoogle, spanning versions 

between 5.0 and 5.1.1.Unveiled on June 25, 2014, during 

theGoogle I/Oconference, it became available through 

officialover-the-air(OTA) updates on November 12, 

2014, for select devices that run distributions of Android 

serviced by Google. Its source code was made available 

onNovember 3, 2014. 

6.0 (Marshmallow)is an upcomingupdateto theAndroid 

mobile operating system, most likely to be released in Q3 

2015 ("tentatively slated for September"),with its third 

and final preview released on August 17, 

2015.Marshmallow will primarily focus on improving 

the overall user experience,and will bring a few features 

such as a redesigned permission model in which 

applications are no longer automaticallygranted all of 

their specified permissions at installation 

time,Dozepower scheme for extended battery life when a 

device is not manipulated by the user, and native support 

for fingerprint recognition. 

7.0(Nougat) Android 7.0 "Nougat" 

(codenamed Android N during development) is the 

seventh major version and 14th original version of 

the Androidoperating system. First released as an alpha 

test version on March 9, 2016, it was officially released on 

August 22, 2016, with Nexus devices being the first to 

receive the update. 

8.0 (Oreo) The newest version of Google's mobile 

operating system is called Android 8.0 Oreo, and it's in the 

process of rolling out to many different devices. Oreo has 

plenty of changes in store, ranging from revamped looks 

to under-the-hood improvements, so there's tons of cool 

new stuff to explore. 

9.0 (Pie) Android "Pie" is the ninth major release and the 

16th version of the Android         mobile operating system. 

It was first released as a developer preview on March 7, 

2018 and released publicly on August 6, 2018. 

 

  10.0(Android Q) Android Q is tenth major    Version of 

the Android System .It was first  announced by Google on 

March 13,2019 .and the First beta was released on the same 

day. The Second beta was released on April 3, 2019. 

III.ANDROID SECURITY 

A. Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 

The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and its successor, Trans-

port Layer Security (TLS), are cryptographic protocols that 

were introduced to protect network communication from 

eavesdropping and tampering. To establish a secure 

connection, a client must securely gain access to the public 

key of the server. In most client/server setups, the server 

obtains an X.509 certificate that contains the server's public 

key and is signed by a Certificate Authority (CA). When the 

client connects to the server, the certificate is transferred to 

the client. The client must then validate the certificate. 
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However, validation checks are not a central part of the SSL 

and X.509 standards. 

The basic validation checks include: a) Does the  subject 

(CN) of the certificate match the destination selected by the 

client? b) Is the signing CA a trusted CA? c) Is the 

signature correct? And d) is the certificate valid in terms of 

51its time of expiry? Additionally, revocation of a 

certificate and its corresponding certificate chain should be 

checked, but downloading Certificate Revocation Lists 

(CRLs) or using the Online Certificate Status Protocol 

(OCSP) is often omitted. The open nature of the standard 

specification has several pitfalls, both on a technical and a 

human level. Therefore, our evaluations in the remainder of 

this paper are based on examining the four validation 

checks listed above. 

B.Android Security 

The open nature of Android and its large user base have 

made it an attractive and profitable platform to attack. 

Common exploits and tool kits on the OS can be utilized 

across a wide number of devices, meaning that attackers 

can perform exploits en masse and re-use attack vectors. 

Google did take measures in the development of the 

Android kernel to build security measures in; the OS is 

sandboxed, preventing malicious processes from crossing 

between applications. Whilst this attempt to eliminate the 

concept of infection is admirable in some regards, it fails 

to address the issue of infection altogether. 

Android is a victim of its own success, not just in the way 

it has attracted malicious attention, but in its very nature. 

One of the reasons the OS has succeeded in gaining 

market share so rapidly is that it is open source; 

it is essentially free for manufacturers to         implement. 

Additionally this has led to substantial fragmentation of 

Android versions between devices and means that vendors 

have been reluctant to roll-out updates, presumably out of 

some concern regarding driving demand for future devices. 

  

C.Services 

A Service is code that is long- lived and runs without a UI. 

A good example of this is a media player playing songs 

from a play list. In a media player application, there would 

probably be one or more activities that allow the user to 

choose songs and start playing them. However, the music 

playback itself should not be handled by an activity because 

the user will expect the music to keep playing even after 

navigating to a new screen. In this case, the media player 

activity could start a service using Context. StartService () 

to run in the background to keep the music going. The 

system will then keep the music playback service running 

until it has finished. Note that you can connect to a service 

(and start it if it's not already running) with the Context. 

BindService () method. When connected to a service, you 

can communicate with it through an interface exposed by 

the service. For the music service, this might allow you to 

pause, rewind, etc. 

 

IV.FEATURES OF ANDROID OPERATING SYSTEM 

 

1) Storage: SQLite, a lightweight relational database, is 

used for data storage purposes. 

2) Connectivity: Android supports connectivity 

technologies including GSM EDGE, IDEN, CDMA, 

EVDO, UMTS, Bluetooth, WI-Fi, LTE, NFC and WI 

MAX. 

3) Messaging: SMS and MMS are available forms of 

messaging, including threaded text messaging and 

Android Cloud to Device Messaging (C2DM) and now 

enhanced version of C2DM, Android Google Cloud 

Messaging (GCM) is also a part of Android Push 

Messaging service. 

4) Multiple language support: Android supports 

multiple languages. 

5) Web browser: The web browser available in Android 

is based on the open- source Web Kit layout engine, 

coupled with Chrome’s V8 JavaScript engine. The 

browser scores 100/100 on the Acid3 test on Android 4.0. 

6) Java supportWhile most Android applications are 

written in Java, there is no Java Virtual Machine in the 

platform and Java byte code is not executed. Java classes 

are compiled into Dalvikexecutables and run on Dalvik, a 

specialized virtual machine designed specifically for 

Android and optimized for battery- powered mobile 

devices with limited memory and CPU. J2ME support can 

be provided via third party applications. 

7) Multi-touch: Android has native support for multi- 

touch which was initially made available in handsets such 

as the HTC Hero. The feature was originally disabled at 

the kernel level (possibly to avoid infringing Apple's 

patents on touch- screen technology at the time). Google 

has since released an update for the Nexus One and the 

Motorola Droid which enables multi-touch natively. 

8) Bluetooth: Supports A2DP, AVRCP, sending files 

(OPP), accessing the phone book (PBAP), voice dialing 

and sending contacts between phones. Keyboard, mouse 

and joystick (HID) support is available in Android 3.1+, 

and in earlier versions through manufacturer 

customizations and third-party applications. 

9) Tethering: Android supports tethering, which allows a 

phone to be used as wireless/wired Wi-Fi hotspot. Before 

Android 2.2 this was supported by third- party 

applications or manufacturer customizations. 
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10) Screen capture: Android supports capturing a 

screenshot by pressing the power and volume-down 

buttons at the same time. Prior to Android 4.0, the only 

methods of capturing a screenshot were through 

manufacturer and third-party customizations or 

otherwise by using a PC connection (DDMS developer's 

tool). These alternative methods are still available with 

the latest Android. 

11) Video calling: Android does not support native 

video calling, but some handsets have a customized 

version ofthe operating system that supports it, either via 

the UMTS network (like the Samsung Galaxy S) or over 

IP. Video calling through Google Talk is available in 

Android 2.3.4 (Gingerbread) and later. Gingerbread 

allows Nexus Sto place Internet calls with a SIP account. 

This allows for enhanced VoIP dialing to other SIP 

accounts and even phone numbers. Skype 2.1 offers 

video calling in Android 2.3, including front camera 

support. Users with the Google+ Android app can video 

chat with other Google+ users through Hangouts. 

 

 

V.APPLICATIONS 

Applications ("apps"), which extend the functionality of 

devices, are written using the Android software 

development kit (SDK) and, often, the Java programming 

language that has complete access to the Android APIs. 

Java may be combined with C/C++, together with a choice 

of non-default runtimes that allow better C++ support; the 

Go programming language is also supported since its 

version 1.4, which can also be used exclusively although 

with a restricted set of Android APIs. The SDK includes a 

comprehensive set of development tools, including a 

debugger, software libraries, a handset emulator based on 

QEMU, documentation, sample code, and tutorials. 

Initially, Google’s supported integrated development 

environment (IDE) was Eclipse using the Android 

Development Tools (ADT) plugin; in December 2014, 

Google released Android Studio, based on IntelliJ IDEA, 

as its primary IDE for Android application development. 

Other development tools are available, including a native 

development kit (NDK) for applications or extensions in C 

or C++, Google App Inventor, a visual environment for 

novice programmers, and various cross platform mobile 

web applications frameworks. In January 2014, Google 

unveiled an framework based on Apache Cordova for 

porting Chrome HTML 5 web applications to Android, 

wrapped in a native application shell. 

 

Android has a growing selection of third-party applications, 

which can be acquired by users by downloading and 

installing the application’s APK (Android application 

package) file, or by downloading them using an application 

store program that allows users to install, up- date, and 

remove applications from their devices. Google Play Store 

is the primary application store installed on Android devices 

that comply with Google’s compatibility requirements and 

license the Google Mobile Services software. Google Play 

Store allows users to browse, download and update 

applications published by Google and third-party 

developers; As of July 2013, there are more than one million 

applications available for Android in Play Store. As of May 

2013, 48 billion applications have been installed from 

Google Play Store and in July 2013, 50 billion applications 

were installed. Some carrier’s offer direct carrier billing for 

Google Play application purchases, where the cost of the 

application is added to the user’s monthly bill. 

VI.CONCLUSION 

I've learned through my research that Android is a much 

more diverse operating system than iOS and Windows 

Phone Mobile. Android has grown rapidly over the past 4 

years becoming the most used smartphone operating 

system in the world. It's because Android doesn't deliever 

1 phone from 1 company with 1 new OS every year, but 

countless phones from numerous companies, adding their 

own twist, throughout the year, developing gradually 

day-by-day. Android's ability to customize is 

unparalleled compared to Apple's and Microsoft's 

software allowing the user to change and Personalise 

nearly every aspect of Android which most iPhone and 

Windows 7 users wouldn't dream possible. I am not one 

to say that Android is better or worse than one OS, but is 

unique and incomparable for other mobile operating 

systems 
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